
Should a Man Take Loads of Pish Only to Waste Them ?
• ANACCOUNT comes in from Santa Bar-
j\ bara about a catch made by a singled

individual during an afternoon's fishing

of one hundred and forty barracuda, bonito
and yellow tail. The newspaper account
ends up by stating that.the successful angler'
was a sportsman in the true sense and mean-
ing of the word. When Iread thatIwon-
dered what the successful angler might have
done, were^hea real fisherman and fishing
for market, instead of just simply a sports-
man, who"trails his line over the water and
who in a dilettante sort of way cares not
whether fish come.his way or not, as long
as his bait is(artistically/put on and it skit-

/ters artistically over the surface of the briny.
And Iwondered what the successful" an-

gler did with his ton of fish, more or;less-
He didn't eat them, and no matter how bior
his family they could not take care of a
ton of sea food ata time. The refrigerator
woulfl not hold them. There would have
been no room for the milk and butter and
watermelon. . *

The. hotel people, very likely.'had all the.
fish, they -wanted or were perhaps under
contract elsewhere for their supplies'. , So;

we wonder what the successful angler' did
with his ton of fish. All the hotel"guests
were down to the pier to see them piled
up and choke the gangway. It was a great
sight and he was a great man, the pisca-
torial "man of the hour."

So the guests went down to the pier and.looked and went away and the late comers
came down after supper .and, looked and
went away.

But. when morning came the fish had dis-
appeared. The garbage boat had come
along and the bonito and barracuda and yel-
low tail went out to sea to feed the sharks."
And the successful angler lived to tell the
tale and willtell it to his grandchildren. If
was a gallant vfctory. Of course, there arc
as good, if not so many, fisli yet remaining
in the sea. They are there and are to be had
for the taking. They belong to nobody.*
There's no law. And so it goes. .

At Catalina island if.Cyou tro down to the
beach in-the "early morning you:will'see the
garbage boat come along and stop in front
of the stands, where, during the previous
afternoon the hooks and . framework held
hundreds of yellow tail, albicore, barracuda
and' now. and then a monstrous sea bass or
a sunfish. /

These are -brought in, hung upon .hbqks
upon the frame, the successful angler stands
alongside/ looks pleasant for

'
the photogra-

pher,-the button is pressed and the _;success-
ful'anglej-wanders." off tired and fish surfeited
to the hotel, the; catch remains exposed- to
the sun "arid flies and the gaze of the public,
and the garbage man comes in the morning.

But what's the odds ? The sea is full of
fish, millions: of them. 'The shark will get

them anyway. sooner:. or later; when fed
to from the garbage boat it .makes it
easier for the poor overworked' shark. He
has no preference between the live and the
dead fish,; in fact, prefers ; the dead, very
likely,because they need not be chased until
caught. But the shark- gets the catch' and
so the successful angler is doing some good
in the world, even.if-it is'only to a shark.

But -who is to blame for this waste of
fish life, the successful angler or the success-
ful boatman? Is it one of the unwritten'laws
that all fishy taken shall be kept and hung
upon the hooked framework at that particu-
lar fisherman's stand on the beach ?> We
imagine so. It's a part of the bargain

—
al-

though not expressed in the contract— that
the tail goes with the /hide, that the fish
caught must be kept and hung up. :\Lest how
would the public and ,;the other boatmen
know that this particular boatman knew his
business ifhe could show up no fish?

.We wonder how a boatman would take a
successful angler who, as he "pumped" yel-
low tail after yellow tail into the boat, re-
turned the fish immediately to the water un-
harmed and free to roam their way? Per-
haps gaffing and extractirig the hook is easier
than trying to loosen a yellow tail. Perhaps
there's a reason for all this waste of fish
life. Maybe the boatman can tellus.

Fishing for Sport

IT is eaid that to a««*hark, a great hunk of
corned beef, or rather salted beef, the
salt horse of the sailor, appeals the most.

The hook, the chain and the good manila
rope are invisible things to him

—
he sees

only the beef and bolts it and them comes
the rub for all concerned, until hung, tail
upward from the yard arm, Mr. Shark gives
up the ghost.

The cod likes the clam, and squid and,
voracious and omnivorous as the cod is,

he might take to many other lures in the
way of bait, but from long years of regular
-and constant habit, the fishermen prefer the
clam and the cod acquiesces, especially when
he is hungry, as he always is, and it's clam
or nothing.

Mackerel! Well, a 10 cent silver piece,
bright and shiny, warped around the shank
of a hook, willanswer all purposes. And
when you are mackerel fishing, expedition
Is necessary while the school is in sight.

A short, stout rod, a strong line and a box
or receiving barrel behind you and your

" -* . A I*m
equipment is complete. A cast, a long tug

that draws the fish from the water up in
the air, over your shoulder, and by a dex-

terous jerk of the rod to snap the fish
loose into the barrel and carry your dime
baited hook back into the school, is all that

The blucfish. He'll take anything, at

times. A long, smooth piece or bone, nooK

bended, around which an eel skin has been
drawn, seems to lure the pirate of the tea

to his doom. Menhaden, crab and other
things willdo, but the glisten of that blue
eel skin attracts him as perhaps nothing

else doe?.
The weakfish likes a showy lure and be-

low a mother of pearl hook a piece of tempt-

ing shedded crab will-entice the old tide
runners to their death. We have heard
somewhere of their taking a paudy horse
fly sunken and trailed through the water.

The denizen of the surf will take the

shredded crab and his striped majesty will
fight every inch of the way before the white
flag: froe- up. The striped sea bass is one
of the greatest lighters of his size inhabit-
ing: salt water.

The sand worm and the soft shell clam
lure many a sheephead and sea bass to their
doom. . • .

The ba^= of the stream and lake is an
omnivorous feeder. Crawfish. helgrammitcS.
worms, minnows, flies of all kinds, mice and
the thing with feathers and tinsel that holds
hidden somewhere the barbed hook attract
him

This small mouthed denizen strikes bold-
ly but has a way, if minnows be the bait,
of holding the lure, running a little,stopping,
and then moving on. turning the bait 'in
proper position and then to gorge. How
many, many small mouth monsters of five
pounds and over have been lost because of
failing to know the habits of this gamey
fish and striking too soon. But with the
feathered lure it is another thing. With
mouth wide open he seizes the rainbow fly,
unlike any in nature, and then it is time to
strike home and decidedly, with quick move-
ment of the wrist. Ifnot, a quick spewing
of the behooked, counterfeit thing and it's
all over.'

With the Proper Bait You Are Likely to Fillthe Creel
And what about the trout after which one

doughty angler goes with-fly,book replete

withall the latest hues and colors in flydom,

past, present and future* and yet tucked
away within his blouse a box of tin,crammed
with angle worms— for an emergency? And
then when our doughty angler .returns with
a full creel, flies hardly, showing a sign of
disturbance, yet the tin now quite empty

and worm free, with what a haughty air
does he reply, "All, with a fly, sir1 Flies
only." But then license extends to fisher-
men not only as to the size and weight,
two hours after it was taken from the water,

but to other things as well. It takes a
very strong character, indeed, when the
trout act as if the flies were poison to them,

not to resort to the wriggling supply in that
tin box in your blouse, especially when you
see the farmer's boy, who for convenience
sake carries the worms in his mouth, snak-
ing out the spotted fellows one after the
other, until his willowwithe is nearly filled.

The muscallonge! Wary, predaceous,
watchful, greedy wolfof river and lake. Well,
he's not particular if you can strike him
aright. Chub, small bass, gigantic frog,

spoon, spinning like mad that in turn mad-
dens the fish, until he strikes in sheer anger
and fury. A wise fish is the muscallonge
and quick to learn. The monsters of 60
and 70 pounds remain far below and find
ample food amongst the bass, wall eyed

pike and other living things. But when,

in the spring, nature sends them into shal-
low water to spawn, the old veterans suc-
cumb to the spear. In the depths of winter
when the man with the gaily painted wooden,

fish like lure, from his darkened fish house,

looks through the opening into ,the cold
water below, the wilymuscallonge, walleyed

and with slowly moving jaws and with mo-
tionless fins, advances inch by inch, nearer
and nearer to the lure, as with deft manipu-
lation it is made to circle with one hand
whilst in the other is the poised, uplifted
spear. H:-i] ? V::;;;?,-;\u25a0;

There must be no mistake in the down-
ward stroke of that spear and nothing short
of a well directed blow across the spine
below the head willhold that green, snake
like monster.

Down goes the five tined spear true to
the spot, a spasmodic rush and a momentary

struggle and the thousand toothed hunter
of the crystal depths lies motionless upon
the ice.

And how about the lordly salmon fresh
in from the sea with new environment and
new food around him? He's forever trying
things and spitting them out if he does not
like them. What makes him strike at a fly
nobody knows. It's bright and gaudy and
full of life as it skitters over the surface
of the pool, and whether the salmon says1

to itself, "It looks good to me, I'lltry it,"
or whether it's a case of confound that thing,
it has trailed across this pool until I'm
tired, and in sheer vindictivenesa rises and
is hooked, who knows the truth of it?

And when one thinks it over it is quite
easy to ask yourself what the fish thinks'
about it all when he finds! himself fast to
something that won't let go; that keeps him
from going where he pleases and, in fact,
makes him go where he doesn't please until
he's dead tired. What, Isay, does he think
of it all? }

Finding the Lure

Wariness of Trout

Some Traits of One of the G-amest Citizens of the Water
~

I"*HERE are bass and bass, to our way of
Ithinking, in the fresh waters. With

many others we have no use :for the
large mouthed bass. We may be prejudiced,
because it has been our luck to find him
mostly in shallow, warm lakes, with muddy
bottoms, where the lily pads .and rushes
grow. Swimming about amone the lily
pads in the shoal water, waiting for the frogs
to jump off the lily leaves' into his mouth.
seemsto;be his;chief aim in life, ;We have
caught bass in such waters and have thrown
them back with the same disgust as one
would that bony wolfer, the pickerel.
It may be that when one finds the large

mouthed bass in cold, flowing water or in a
cool, spring fed lake,' things are dffferent.
He may put up a fight and not act as if he
actually preferred to be hooked and drawn
in and is unwilling to give even the merest
tyro with rod and reel a bit of trouble.
"We may be slandering a very gamey fish

but if we are^we do not know it and are only
honestly giving our experience as we know
him. We are frank to say that we have
no use for him and would as lief catch sun
fish, or bull head or the rock bass, if we
must catch fish or go hungry. As a matter
of choice we prefer, when it comes to bass
fishing, the small mouthed fellow. '

Fighter? He'll take on anything his size
and over. :He can' live in a lake with that
thousand toothed, snakelike fish, the vora-
cious, pickerel, and continue to live in that
lake, after having worsted and fed on the
pickerel, that is, those pickerel that could
be swallowed even in sections and by de-
grees.

And '• vet a bass has not a single tooth in
its head". It's a wonder to many how, seem-
ingly defenseless, the bass can hold its own
and more against the predatory, wolfish pick-
erel. But it does.'

Have ydu ever seen a bass defend its nest
or seen it guarding a school of fry? Just
watch. Here comes a pickerel, fullya match
for the bass, and intent on cleaning up every
one of those tender bass that now are hud-
dled ina bunch behind the parent. Does the
parent bass turn tail and flee before the
glassy stare and the porcupine quilled jaws
of that green, snake like fish? No. The pick-
erel is quick to move but the bass is shorter
of build and a. quicker swimmer. He is on
the defensive, for are not his brood of little
ones, huddled and cowed further back, await-

ing their fate? It is for him to await th«
onslaught of the pickerel, which comes with
a lunge, his razor like teeth ready to rip
and tear and disable his enemy, but to no
avail. Like a flash the bass avoids him.

The dorsal fin of the bass until now haa*
appeared as innocent of harm as the velvety
paw of a cat. but now look at it. Didnature
ever make a more, cruel saw? See those
needle like spines supported amply from
below and distended in a segment of a circle.
A quick turn, a rush under the belly of the
pickerel, and a Rash is' made that forces the
pickerel to turn tail and hunt shallow water,
out of the reach of his larger, wolfish breth-
ren, who now wouldmake short workofhim
in his disabled condition.

The bass has simply sawed the pickerel
open and Avon the victory against his many
toothed enemy, although the bass had not a
tooth in its jaw..

The small fry are large enough to take
care of themselves now and our gamey friend
roams the sandy and rocky bottom of the
lake, hunting its natural food and taking
everything that swims or flies withinit3swal-
lowing capacity. They have been known to
strike and porge a bat only to spew it out a
moment or two afterward, crushed to a pulp.

They arc fond of flies, these gamey fel-
lows and they willhaunt the edges of the
lake where .the alders or other growths over-
hang ready for fly or grub or caterpillar
that may "fall fluttering or wriggling upon
the water. ;;v "\u25a0*

Ah! How they strike ar your flies, as if
they really wanted them. And when one is
hooked, how he jumps straight upward shak-
ing his head as might a bulldog in worrying
its enemy.

What fighters these bass are. Leader,
line and rod must be at their best when an
old mossback. a hero of a hundred fiehta.
is encountered. Out of the water, sending
the water about him in a glistening spray,
as he plunges downward, to make the rod
bend and the reel sing, up again like a flash
of light into the air and away once moro
to the bottom of the lake. Now to the right,
now to the left, up again once more and then
a sulking fit of dogged resistance on the
lake's bottom, another .upward rush, not so
vigorous, and after a few more runs and
plunges the rod wins and with a last defiant
shake of the head he comes to the net a
conquered hero.

Small Mouthed Bass
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He Would Not Use a Net or "Ground Sluice" a Partridge

THERE are those today who go into the

woods with a gun and who sneer at the
man who would refuse to empty a couple

of barrels into a bevy of quail sunning them-
selves in a fence corner. Again there are
"others who would stalk a mallard upon her
nest or sleeping upon the water and glory
in it.

Dynamiting a trout pool or setting snares
lor partridges in the brush is not many

removes away. Get your game and, if you
care to, discuss the .method of .its*;getting
after it is cooking in;the ;pot, but 'getiit.

The Encyclopedia Britanriica, volume VI,
pajje 261. says regarding the . great ,sage of
China: "They have ;told us how he never shot
atabird perching nor fished .with a net,;, the
creatures; not having)in such a case) a fair
chance for;their lives."-

For such a-sentiment Confucius and Izaak
Walton should -.walk ;down \ future ajzep. arm
in arm1 together. \

:

Confucius Was Fair

We Have Progressed Since the Day of "Yanking' 1 Them In
T would be interesting could one trace
out history from the days when history
was not made. Who thought of the first

100k and line? Somebody did.^ And then
:ame the rod. Why and how did some one
ie his line to a pole and learn to yank? We
ernember once talking to an old inhabitant
vho, from a dugout, was fishing with a
xickory bean pole and a chalk line, baited
vith Bait pork, for old, moss^ backed small
nouths, that we know -were in thatlake.

We got to talking size and weight of
ish and we noticed how he looked askance
it "them whiplash poles" in our boat^ He
;aid we could do no yanking with "them
hings, 'cause they -was never made for such
ish as one war likely to run agin here-
ibouts. When they take the bait the thing to
lo is to yank and that is all there is to it."
Suiting the action to the word, he swished
\\i pole over the surface of the water inno
mcertain way. But we asked Uncle Dan'l
,vhat he did When they simply wouldn't re-
spond to his yank, and then we learned that
ie threw his heavy pole overboard and just
et the pesky fish tow it until he was good
;nd tired and ready to come into the boat,
nd rowing after the rod he took in the
\u25a0sh.

So, in the older days, when rods were used
ive imagine they were stouter by far than
rhose of today, and there being no reels, the
f}«h was played to the right and to the left
->n the bend" of the rod, if yanking did not
tvork. until the tired denizen of the stream
ivas hauled to terra firma.

In time the reel came into play and then
:hangcs in rod architecture took place. The
rods were lighter and more supple. They

were made with guides for the line and so
arranged as to be spliced and wound at the
renter; this for convenience of carrying when
traveling. The end of the butt was spiked
so that the rod could be stood upright in the
sod while one examined the trace and flies
or bait. •-, - .

And all this time men who made rods, as

well as those who used them, were con-
stantly thinking of newer and lighter and
Fpringier woods; yew, lance wood, green
heart, orange wood, bethabara, hickory and
other woods were used, with more or .less
success, each wood having its champions.
There were those who swore by lance wood,
the wood that went into bows that made the
English long bowmen famous in France and
elsewhere. , - ,-- •

Green heart had its champions, and so it
went. Then tome one thought of taking

the growth of that reed having a thousand
uses, the bamboo, and splitting it into sec-
tions, using only the part from the silicated
bark or skin inward for three-eighths of an
inch or so. Cutting these strips into ac-
curately shaped triangular pieces they were
glued together, lashed with silk and var-
nished. And then came people who swore
by the split bamboo: The lightness, back-
bone, suppleness and long life appealed ;to
them and there were many who laid aside
the lance wood and green heart and took
up the split bamboo.

We like them ourselves and prefer them
to any and!every other wood. We think
they possess soul and animation not pres-
ent in the other rods. Then too, there s an
element present, one not existing in the
steel rod, they can be broken, if you don't
handle your fish properly. To one way of
thinking an unbreakable rod and line is not
giving the fish a square ,deal. Perhaps a
fish or a bird is not entitled' to a square
deal, a chance for its life, but must be
brought to the larder with certainty and
dispatch, the quicker and surer the better,
and littleattention paid as to just how, as
long as he gets there. But we think;dif-
ferently. Where would the subtle pleasure
and sport be were one to sit in the canoe
cocksure that, once hooked, the salmon or
heavy trout must come in? Is it not the
lost fish and the missed bird that give us
something to talk about, after our pipes
are lighted? Was it not the largest salmon
or trout of the day 'that took our leader or
smashed orie tip and made its way to free-
dom? Wasn't that blue wing teal, making
80 miles an hour when you thought he was
making only 70 miles and pulled just an
inch or two behind him—just enough to
miss? Now, just suppose we killed every
bird and hooked every fish, the element of
doubt and uncertainty, that makes fishing
and hunting as;a sport glorious, captivating
and exciting, would be lost and then where
would our pleasure be? We would be on
a level with the man who sneaks; upon the
sitting duck, the bunched up quail in the
fence corner and who snaTes his partridge
or spring guns his deer or moose, just to
fillthe pot.

So give us the springy rod, the lighter
the better, the threadlike line of silk and
the filmy leader and let the Dig trout come
along and in fair and; open combat give the
fish his freedom, ifwe are not skillfulenough
to take it from him; let the damage to rod
or line be as it may.

Developing the Rod

Spag hetti in Gam p
Herein Is ToldHow to Make a Dish Fit for the Very Gods

WHEN man and guide start out for a
roving trip through the forests light
marching order is the rule, and care

is taken, if the guide knows his business,
to plan the . route so 'that at opportune
and needful times they, are '.'.inj the vicinity

of a country cross :toads village, store or
plantation, where a fresh supply of the'neces-
saries and simples can be laid in. On such
a trip= salt pork or bacon, flour, coffee, tea,
condensed milk and seasonings may con-
stitute the •„provender in the. commissary.
Blankets, ax and fishing"rod, if in the.closed
game -season, complete the flight marching
outfit, made light or heavy depending ;upi>n

the packing -
qualifications :of:fisherman ;and

guide. As.a rule it;is the unecessary things
that are lugged through swamp and over hill
and through;tangled thickets and lifted over
windfalls, until—well, one. is tired. .
'But what has all this to do with spa-

ghetti? Well, the man who camps. this'way
must forego this luxury—at least while:rqy-
ing; the woods arid living the simple life:

But .the
'

camper who,;locating ~jupon a.
welli'stocked .stream or lake, 'accessible
not too > many miles• of;toteroad(to

'
a fairly

well stocked country store," and rwho.;has put
up 'a log built camp with bunks; arid cooking
place' -and has laid in.a dimply[array of
pots and pans, then it's different.

When packing up your dunnage; it's an
;easy 'matter to!slij>" in a few poundjparcels,
depending upon _circurristance vof !1numbers,
etc., of spaghetti !,a pound [Iof[Parmesan- or
Roman . cheeses-it's J as: hard"as ;a rockIand

\u25a0packs •solid—and a small 'grater.; ;, That's all,
but^to-niake isure^v two or- three %heads^of
garlic, .'Don't squirm, >it;:won't? hurt- you.'

.You eat it; in'; some way
'
or other at .first

class ;restaurants
*
and ;;wonder/ /why things'

taste so .good, arid knoyv/,not >
;thei;secret: ;:;/\u25a0:

It's;a - poor;country" store: whereiyou can-
notget onions arid,canned; toniatoesiv ;:

-
rThey

arestaridbys. So in the last toteload brought
in,let:vs cimagine onions, • arid1 tomatoes

"
can-

ned:. ./\u25a0;\u25a0; v"''- :";.:.;'.'-;-' '.: ',\u25a0\u25a0".;.' \u25a0•\u25a0 ."'\u25a0\u25a0,;
•.Now,*:get down to.business by peeling the

otiions",:.if.'; there" are VfourXof;:you;.in';camp

with.appetites, a dozen^ good sized onions,
peeled and sliced thin; frying in the pan.
using lard pork or bacon fat, or if you be-
long to the "interests,", genuine olive oil.
And fry the onions ,until -they are all
brown, having all this time five or six cloves
—not heads,' there's a Quantitative difference,
—of garlic browning, browning with the,
browning onions. You will notice that I*,
have laid"stress; on the browning: And when
browned, ;if your pan is large enough, open
your can; of tomatoes arid pour into the
saucepan,; add a little salt and simmer for
an hour, slowly.
.", And then get .out your grater and grate
off the cheese a, tea. saucer well filled. Put ;

onthe'biggest camp kettle you have and get
the-water-boiling, like mad. Hold back the
salt. "Put in your macaroni; or.1 spaghetti
and letthenf boil;twehtv. thirty minutes; or
longer, until with1 a slight pressure of the
thumb; and forefinger; a -stem can' be. sep-
arated: .When you \ think it is time to begin
to try them. then, throw in aihandiulofsalt.:-
;v.If'you .can do so .and :have such -'a' thing
as. a colander in;camp, pass the tomatoes-,
etc., through \u25a0 itr.pressing it;gently;

'
with .the

bottom; of a teacup, otherwise'use. without
straining.'/. , ;-.*!\u25a0%'... :\ '•\u25a0\u25a0J '\u25a0/...' ••'./.• \u25a0

\u25a0;\u25a0..•
• ,;v - ,

:TheVspaghetti 'done;-, drain off\the. Iwa'ter,' ;
leaving, the "spaghetti ,in• the :pot,;pour over
them -the sauce: arid' set aside: on' the fire
for
'

fifteen minutes, -
stirring, occasionally.^

Blow;the dinner horn, forget;about 'such ;
.tliingsj^as tfried trout, .salt pork aridLbean's,'-
fill? the; soup; plates— they": hold- more
ordinary v plates-r-with ;the. sauce saturated:
spaghetti, snug up to;the table, sprinkle lib-~
\u25a0erallyiwith the}greate"dvParrnesari br3Rqrrian-:
cheese arid: winding.|;the 'delicious sterns ar-:
;tistically "around >your? 'fork,"i offer, a prayer
to the Goddess Ceres,' wHoJprpduced for your
;delec^tion2thetg^od^u^m v^wheat:for^yquri
•spaghetti; (arid*;say = with4he: fatalist; \u25a0when ;
you -back ".but I?from tthe/table.^that'FateCcah^
now "step"? in and ;do :her., level _b~est, you \u25a0

have > dined
" today.

''

r And when-;'you wash litt
down^spring! water vbr;cooK 'fresh * lake;
,water-^-water; only;no ,'beer,- ho wiiie/-.still
or? sparkling. 'Remember, ..

Memories of Youth
The Strategy That Brought the Old. Kingfisher to Grief

THE bagging of a grizzly or the landing
of a tarpon, of the record class1, what
are such achievements in the way of

thrills compared with the things' you did
when you were young. making your tyro

efforts with cun and rodi
Of course, distance lends enchantment to

the view and when you remember the joys

that accompanied your youthful ventures you
must admit that the achievements of later
life*gave but a modicum of pleasure, com-
paratively; speaking.

" . .• For instance; there was a pond in which
gold and silver fish, eels1 and turtles abound-
ed, and a quarter of a mile.away was a sim-
ilarpond. Near the,shore in.pond No. 1was
a -large flat rock and overshadowing it was
a long; dead branch of a weeping willow.
Here perched daily a lordlywho
feasted upon, the gold and silver fish" that
swam below. \u25a0

Well, we" were really too small- to carry
a gun ;but. we didall the^ same

—
one of the

old single. barrel, percussion cap sort of af-
fairs. [We made no \u25a0record shots with .this
gun,;iru.fact, -we knew only too well that
unless, like ..the!" lndian, when hunting- the
buffalo withvbowandarrovy, we: stalked our
game mighty close, we'd miss; and we often
did. '"\u25a0\u25a0''."'. . :\u25a0

"

&. \u25a0\u25a0-^
;Onr kingfisher was a wary bird and many

was the load \of shot 'hurled: at;him from
afar. His perch "commanded. our usual ave-
nues t-of; approach* and only: too; often did
he give us; thc~ laugh/as he sailed away to
the other 'pond. :"He-;ledus a lively.chase
between, the; two ponds and; always

-
seemed

to*live,out \ the -day and
"
come \another day.

We'held a council of .war one day.:" Close by
the

'
willowtree ;was a stone ;.fence and some

elderberry bushes-.; Now we figured if one
of rus, after4the bird was chased \ from ahc
limb,would hide' in:the' elder bushes, with the
gun '%\u25a0 resting *on

-
the Vfence \u25a0'„. pointing at. the'

branch, >and the Vother ;went "\u25a0 to ;^the -second
pond,"; Mr Kingfisher.,would fly;back to his
willowjbranch ;and -fortune .would >certainly
favor »us, (unless vthe^ gun missed fire.\> Lew
was' -the older and better \u25a0• shot. ,I\ gave •him
the^guir' and cas .we sure ;enough,

there was the kingfisher on the limb and
with a chattering cry of derision, away ha
flew to the other pond.
"And as Iwalked through the field to play

the part of beater and driver Lew hid him-
self and prepared for business. When Igot
near pond No. 2 the wily bird again took
wing and chattered as he flew, went straight
for the wiJlow. How Iwatched his flight
and how my heart beat a3 I.saw him dart
towards the old willow! It seemed hours'
before the report came. What could Lew
be doing? Had the cap dropped off? Had
the gun missed fire? Had Iforgotten to
load it? Was Lew too nervous and excited
to fire? What could be the matter? Excited,
wellIguess! Bang! Away Iran and by
the time I"reached the pond Lew had
stripped himself of his clothes and was* half
wading, half swimming toward the now dead
kingfisher on the surface of the water. No
lordlypartridge knocked kiting as he awuns:
through the hemlocks, no kingly woodcock
stopped when whistling through the white
birches, in streaks .erratic, ever save vucb
pleasure and caused one's soul to thrillas
the laying low of this kingfisher.
.^And then the "great fishhawk that fell to
ray new double gun. How we hid, in
the bushes and

" watched him coming from
afar, nearer and nearer in a straight line for
us and oblivious of our presence. We re-
membered the marksmen ofBunker Hilland
stood motionless waiting until we could see
the white of his eye. On, on he came and
with phenomenal nerve. and self control we
let him get almost above our heads and home
into his mottled. breast plowed a load of No.
8 shot. Five* feet from wine tip to winar tip.

The- killing of a 'grouse 80 yards away or
the landing of a wild turkey from hicrh above
the tree tops would not produce such spasms
of oride,as did the slaying of that hawk.

And. then the flying wood duck that ran
the. gauntlet of half a.dozen guns to come
to earth with wings set and dead as" a stone,
with one single shot through his heart

—
a fact learned when he was picked and
dressed. Can we ever forget that first dacki

CERTAIN OBSERVATIONS OF A SPORTSMAN

Only as the Angler Simulates Nature Does He Win Out

AN'educated trout resists the best1ef-
forts of man' or boy to bring him to
hook. Try him with an artificial fly and

drop it like thistledown upon the rippling
surface of the pool above him and he may
move up just a little to look it over but
not to touch it. No! No!

'
„

Try him with a worm, impale it so it
wriggles for pure joy upon the hook, for
that's what it must do if a worm has no
nerves and no feelings as1 the scientist tells
us, and drop it carefully in reach of the trout
and he flouts it. Drop it and dangle it in
front of his mouth and yet he refuses it
Throw a handful of loose worms into the
pool and not only hevbut half a dozen finny
cousins willappear from nowhere and enter
into the spirit of the feast and," presto, the
worms are gone. What are you going to
do with such a trout? The pot hunter or
fisherman would make a wire snare and
noose him, dynamite him, spear him, get
him some way. But an angler sits down and
thinks how to circumvent him.

Thud! And from the overhanging bank
a grassy clod -drops into the stream and
the air enmeshed grass and grass and roots,

• keep it afloat as it lazilymoves down stream.
And without a moment's loss of time the
angler throws his worm across the clod,
draws his line so the worm hangs dangling
from the clod and looks natural, just like
a worm protruding from the earth about
the roots. .This stimulation of nature is sim-
ply irresistible and the fooled trout, gorging
the dangling but barbed worm, is- caught.
What a fight he makes! Here, there, every-
where seemingly at once. Now to the right,
now to the left! Up in the air to gracefully
curve and seek in the depths of the pool

—
making the reel sing sweeter music, than you

can hear for ten dollars at the opera. If he
cannot find a welcome sunken log or a

protruding bough around which to curl the
leader and against which to get a purchase
more resisting than the tip of the pliant rod.

Surely this old fellow is a veteran and
, the way he;fights* proves that. Every trout

resource is followed and every move made to
work free, rbut.no use. His runs are shorter,

now and he is showing fatigue. He sulks
and hugs the pebbly, sandy bottom. But

he cannot do this forever against the haul
and strain and tension of that bended rod.
So-up he comes, foot by foot, until, getting
a good clear view of you in the boat above,
away he goes once more and only too often
it is in such a rash as this that something
happens and the fish goes free, leaving you
with straightened rod and dangling line to
think it over.

Some days a trout willshow no fear and
maybe hunger is' the cause. Again he will
take one particular fly like a hungering wolf
and refuse a dozen others of differingcolors.
Then again, flies, worms, bugs, everytbinjj
i3rejected.

You accidentally find the nest of a field
mouse and hooking onto a young mouse you
carefully let him rest upon the water's sur-
face. Like a meteor the trout has jrolped
that swimming mouse and is fast. Allelse
had no attractions for him until that mouse
swam above him, and then, blinded to the
danger, he gave way, and was lose

A trout is a glutton and a cannibal, of
course, in the bargain. A bat darts too near
the water at dusk and a huge trout jumps,
seizes him and disappears and a moment or
two afterward a crushed mouthful ofbat ap-
pears on the surface. The bat diet had some-
thing distasteful about it to the trout

Young ducks and geese would not thrive
on a xlake where there were large trout.
They would disappear one by one. Itis im-
possible to raise ducks on a pickerel infested
pond, for they make short work of the little
fluffy balls- of feathers. One by one they
give a plaint, a peco of feeble protest, and
they disappear as ifa plummet were dropped
into the lake.

Wild, uneducated trout will strike at a
leaf if put on a hook and cast upon the
stream. Abit of red flannel on a hook will
tempt them as no scientifically tied flywould
tempt an educated trout Even a bare hook
a wild hungry trout, unused to man's ways,
will jump at and take. And hi3educated
brother will quail at the shadow; of a rod
on the water, the splash of a clumsily thrown
fly, the glint of polished ferrule or reel, and
so it goes. The trout, at times, needs" hum-
oring and lots of if, for he's a wary old fel-
low at best


